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FMWebschool Finds Cure for Mismatchphobia and Colornoma
Published on 04/26/07
FMWebschool, Inc. Finds cure for Mismatchphobia and Colornoma - the FileMaker community
rejoices. FMColor Pro claims victory over monotonous colors! Many developers never
realized that they had Mismatchphobia or Colornoma they just new something didn’t feel
right. I too suffered from the diabolical duo feeling helpless and distraught.
Glen Allen, Va – April 26, 2007 – FMWebschool, Inc. Finds cure for Mismatchphobia and
Colornoma - the FileMaker community rejoices. FMColor Pro claims victory over monotonous
colors! Many developers never realized that they had Mismatchphobia or Colornoma they just
new something didn’t feel right. I too suffered from the diabolical duo feeling helpless
and distraught.
What are the symptoms? When presented with an endless array of colors we choose the same
safe colors over and over again. At first we thought that this type of behavior only
existed in the clothing world, where no matter how many colors are available, we
continually purchase and wear the same colors over and over again. What does this have to
do with FileMaker?
Colornoma, Mismatchphobia don’t only affect our shopping habits, they also suck the very
creative marrow from our artistic bones. Whether you are building a database or a website,
many FileMaker developers find themselves stuck in a creative rut by using the same colors
over and over again. The fear of experimenting with new color ideas sends most developers
running back to their safe color palette of 3 to 4 choices. So what is the answer? How do
we break free from the suffocating bonds of Colornoma?
Well first, cancel you membership at “Colornoma Anonymous” and throw away that
dog-eared copy of “Beat Colornoma and other Monochromatic Illnesses”. Then Quickly
like a heroic captain on the tumultuous seas, role your office chair across the shag
carpet and awaken your computer. Click on the icon that says FMColor Pro and prepare
yourself to ascend into color heaven.
FMColor Pro provides a beautiful FileMaker interface that combines hundreds of colors into
beautiful matching color schemes. FMColor Pro takes away the guessing game as to what
colors match. Simply select any color from the hundreds presented in the palette.
Immediately, six matching colors will be displayed below. FMColor Pro gives you the RGB
and HEX value of each color and gives you a graphic image of what a database would look
like using those same colors. Choose the view in HTML setting, and a web page will launch
showing the collection of colors together.
FMColor Pro is created with FileMaker 8.0 and works with FileMaker 7 and 8. FMColor Pro is
completely unlocked enabling you to access all of the scripts and calculations. Let
FMColor Pro bring out the color in you!
Website:
http://www.fmwebschool.com/fmcolorpro.php
See FMColor Pro in Action:
http://www.fmwebschool.com/movies/fmcolor/fmcolor.html

FMWebschool is a team of creative developers specializing in innovative PHP and FileMaker
web solutions since 1999. FMWebschool focuses on progressive FileMaker integrated turnkey
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solutions, training, books and learning resources to facilitate FileMaker web publishing.
FMWebschool has a solid track record and reputation for outstanding customer support.
###
Stephen Knight
Vice President
info@fmwebschool.com
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